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2018 1st STEP class
Another summer at GGU comes to a close and another batch of future
litigators are propelled into their second year of law school ready to take on
the courtroom.

Seventeen students excelled in this summer's challenging 9

week, 11 unit program,they came out the other side stronger students, stronger
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UPCOMING
EVENTS

litigators, and stronger people for doing so.

A new addition to the 2018 STEP program was a two unit brief writing and
motions practice class taught by Superior Court Judge Edward Torpoco. 1L
students take evidence, performance and persuasion, and trial advocacy while
utilizing evidentiary foundations in the courtroom. The summer begins
with 40 hours of instruction and advocacy practice "Immersion Week." After
just one week of intensive practice, the students try an entire case. During
the following 8 weeks, students develop their trial skills building a solid
foundation for their second trial.

In Vino Veritas October 18-21st

This year's program featured a cadre of 12 professors lead by GGU Litigation
Center Director Kaelyn Romey. Instructors included former DA's office Sean
Kiley, private practitioner William Webb, performance coach, Professor
Harriet Schiffer Scott, and many visiting professors from around the US. The
program also featured local judges, and guest speakers from top bay area
litigation law firms and local district attorney and public defender offices. The
final trial challenged students' newly developed skills from pretrial hearings

Baxter Fellow Reunion October 19

through closing arguments.
"The skills you acquire will help you in the courtroom and the classroom, they will also
give you a boost when seeking viable internships."
-William Lippincott

('18)

"1st STEP was exactly what I needed after an intense first year of law school. This
program gave me the foundational skills needed to be in a courtroom and I grew so much
because of the dedicated faculty and their feedback."
-Jessica Juarez

('18)

Lunchtime Litigation
Series Thurs 12:00
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WELCOME GGU CLASS OF 2018
By Kaelyn Romey & Ashley Lotti
The Litigation Center sends a warm welcome to the
incoming GGU class of 2018! We look forward to getting

SOCIETY OF LITIGATORS

to know all of you! The Litigation Center and the Society

1Ls are invited to join the Society of Litigators student

of Litigators host weekly events for all students below.

organization! Email the SORG at SOL@umail.ggu.edu to

WEEKLY SKILLS WORKSHOPS
The Baxter Fellow will host weekly litigation workshops

get updates and emails about upcoming litigation events.

1L CROSS & CLOSE COMPETITION

in the Baxter Office every Thursday at lunch in the Baxter

1L students ready to try out their skills are invited to

Office. Come by and learn the basics of trial skills!

compete in the Bernie Segal Cross and Close Competition

MOCK TRIAL VOLUNTEERS

hosted by the Society of Litigators. In the Spring, pairs of
1Ls team up and perform a cross examination and a closing

Students who wish to see the inner working of a mock

argument in front of a panel of upper division SOL students.

trial competition are invited to volunteer as a witness for

The winners of the preliminary rounds then compete in a

competing teams and the 7th Annual In Vino Veritas

final round in the main courtroom for the whole school. The

Mock Trial Competition. GGU hosts this fun-filled and

event wraps up with an awards reception and ceremony.

wine-inspired competition weekend and we need your

This competition is one of the most rewarding experiences

help. 1L students can volunteer as time-keepers and

for first year students interested in litigation and is one of the

bailiffs. For more information, go to

most fun as well! Information for the competition will be

http://www.ggulitigation.com/vino-volunteers.html.

announced in October.

FALL SEMINAR SERIES

1st STEP - LITIGATION HONORS PROGRAM

Join us monthly and learn from skilled and talented guest

Students who wish to learn more about trial advocacy after

speakers from our local legal community.

completing their first year are invited to sign up for the

They will share

tips and practical advice on various litigation topics.

Summer Trial and Evidence Program (1st STEP) for the
summer of 2019. 1st STEP is an 11 unit intensive litigation
program. Students enrolled in the program take a case from

1st STEP Info Session
Sept 26 - NOON
Room 2203

its initial analysis through the final trial, learn how to make
effective opening and closing arguments, and develop
litigation “hard skills” such as entering evidence at trial and
impeaching witnesses. Students complete Evidence, to learn
the rules and

apply them. Students also take Brief Writing

and Motion Advocacy in conjunction with a performance
and persuasion course.

Go to www.ggulitigationcenter.com for more details

HOW TO GET INVOLVED
If you are interested in participating
with the Litigation Center and don’t
know where to start, feel free to stop
by the Baxter Office (Rm 3205) or
2017-2018 National Trial Team & Litigation
Director, Kaelyn Romey at 2017 TYLA competition

email us at baxterfellow@ggu.edu.
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FALL SEMINAR SERIES
& LITIGATION TIPS
INTRODUCTION TO JURY SELECTION
1) Start with your end goal. Figure out what you need to achieve
then ask yourself “How do I find that out?”

Alex Jakle
Trial Behavior
Consulting

2) Know your case inside & out. Know the good and bad facts of
your case. Forecast the strengths and weaknesses in your theory,
before you build questions for voir dire.
3) Identify your strikes. Identify the jurors that will likely not
side with your case through targeted questions.

Professor Alex Jakle launched a new litigation

4) Bury your keeps. Frame your questions so that jurors who may

course at GGU this fall teaching students how

be good for your case are not revealed to the other side by their

to choose a jury to help win their case.

answers.

USING DEMONSTRATIVES AT TRIAL
1) Low tech works fine. We live in a high tech world, but don't
be too quick to throw that butcher paper in the compost bin.

Richard Schoenberger

Hand drawn demonstratives can be really effective because they

Walkup Melodia Kelly

illustrate a concept in real time and jurors appreciate the

Schoenberger

simplification.
2) Don't hide the ball. If you plan to use demonstratives inform
opposing counsel ahead of time. Don't risk losing momentum
dealing with easily avoided objections.

This article is a recap from Richard Schoenberger's
presentation to the 1st STEP program. Using
demonstrative exhibits at trial can be a very
effective tool to illustrate a point to a jury. Mr.
Schoenberger demonstrated and spoke to our
summer litigation students sharing the importance
of using demonstratives effectively.

3) "Fair & Accurate". If you publish an something to the jury
the two magic words are "fair" and "accurate." Ensure it is a
fair and accurate depiction, copy, or representation of what
really happened.
4) Different judges treat demonstrative evidence differently.
Know how your judge handles demonstratives before you use
them at trial.

FALL SEMINAR SERIES - MCLE
Effective Discovery (1 MCLE)

September 25

GDPR (1.5 MCLE)

October 3

Blockchain (1 MCLE - RSVP Required)

October 19

Implicit Bias (1 MCLE - RSVP Required)

October 20

Criminal & Civil Tax Litigation (1.5 MCLE)

November 13

Technology in the Courtroom (1.5 MCLE)

TBD

Get Involved
Interested in Presenting
Please Email
baxterfellow@ggu.edu
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LITIGATION TIPS
DIFFICULT
WITNESSES

MOTIONS
DRAFTING

Clodagh Martin's recaps
Clem Roberts Talk

By Jason Schmaltz
1st STEP graduates worked long and hard to make it to
through the summer. In the end it was abundantly
apparent that they are all going to be amazing litigators. The
Litigation Center introduced a new course in 2018 to the 1st
STEP program, Effective Brief Writing and Motion
Advocacy, instructed by the Honorable Judge Edward
Torpoco. But don’t worry, you don’t have to go back in time
and apply to STEP just to take it, it is offered this fall!

STEP students wrote five evidentiary motions, edited, the
drafts, and improved them under the guidance of a sitting
Judge in the San Francisco Superior Court. Anyone can
write a motion, but not everyone can effectively argue that
motion in court. Some lawyers practice for years and still
have difficulty

responding to a judge's questions.

STEP students have mastered the task.

GGU's STEP students effectively draft evidentiary motions
that will win in court. The most awe-inspiring moment this
summer was watching students argue their motions in
Department 20 at the Hall of Justice during their final
exam. I realized I would not stand a chance against them. If
you want to be a litigator, this class is a necessity. The bonus
is working with Judge Torpoco, a gifted instructor who is
eager to work with every student.

To say this is a beneficial

course is an understatement.

As part of the 1st STEP summer honors trial program, I
had the privilege of learning from Clem Roberts, a partner
at Orrick. He lectured on “dealing with difficult witnesses.”
Prior to his lecture, I never realized the plethora of ways a
witness can be difficult (lying, crying, refusing to answer,
lawyering you, etc.). I learned that different approaches are
necessary to navigate each type of difficult witness.

Mr. Roberts is a nationally recognized first-chair patent
trial lawyer. Over the course of his career, he has become
an expert in “reading” people - quickly picking-up on and
interpreting nonverbal cues. As an observer in the room,
his confidence, expertise, and command of the topic was
both palpable and inspiring. Displaying a strong presence,
he maintained a sensitivity for his clients, and an awareness
the inequalities that still exist in the legal profession. I
really appreciated his perspective.

The best lesson I learned is to always remain calm. That is
easier said than done, but if you remain calm when
someone is talking down to you, being aggressive, or being
completely uncooperative, you are already winning. The
witness actually makes themselves look like the bad guy.

Mr. Roberts’ lecture was truly inspiring and 1st STEP was
incredibly rewarding. As with all things rewarding, it took
hard work, effort, and determination to master basic
litigation skills. The guest speakers in this program

Volunteers

reassured me and encouraged me that practice and more
practice would continue moving me forward on the path to

Email invino@ggu.edu
2018 In Vino Veritas

SAVE THE DATE

becoming a successful trial lawyer.

Clem Roberts
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SPRING LITIGATION COURSES
Introduction to Written Discovery
Learn the secrets, shortcuts and pitfalls from an experienced litigator. Gain hands on experience and outsmart your
opponent while avoiding discovery sanctions. You will practice drafting and defending your own written product as
well as those of your classmates. We will cover interrogatories, requests for document production, expert witness

Professor
Stubbs

production, requests for admission, and much more, including the basic rules common to all discovery.

Introduction to eDiscovery
Develop core competencies in eDiscovery, and learn to manage the risks associated with identification,
preservation, collection and production of electronically stored information (ESI). ESI comprises 90% of documents
produced in a litigation (emails, network databases, Word, excel, social media and cellular data), and significantly
increases with each passing year. Understand how to satisfy your eDiscovery obligations under Federal and
California law.

Professor
Coleman

Introduction to Depositions
Most civil lawsuits are won and lost in discovery. Develop a strong foundation for one of the most critical phases
of civil pretrial discovery – the deposition. Learn techniques and strategies developed to maximize your time
during a deposition and to get at the heart of the other side’s case. Prepare, defend, and effectively use exhibits
during the deposition.

Professor
Romey

Introduction to Criminal Litigation
Apply the skills learned in Trial Advocacy in the context of a criminal case. The class is divided into
trial teams assigned to prosecution or defense. The class begins with the staging of a mock crime, it is
reported, a suspect is arrested, charges are filed, and the prosecution commences. The class proceeds
through major phases of a criminal trial.

Professor Professor
Morehead Redding

Trial Advocacy
Learn the basic skills needed by every lawyer going to court: conducting a direct examination, introducing
documents and physical evidence, cross examining witnesses, making and answering objections, and preparing
opening statements and closing arguments.The final examination for this course is a full trial and qualifies as

Professor
Judge Torpoco

experiential learning certificate.

Tax Litigation
After analyzing litigation procedure and rules, students apply them to a case through pleading, discovery, pretrial
motions, settlement conferences, stipulations, trial strategies, briefs and oral arguments.

Learn everything you

need to know about trying a case in Tax Court.

Professor
Romey

Professional Presentation & Persuasion
Whether you are in the courtroom, working with colleagues or spending time with clients, as a lawyer you must
be able to communicate and present your ideas in a compelling manner that moves others to action.. Eliminate
nervous tics and self-consciousness when speaking in public. This class will prepare you to excel in the
courtroom, think on your feet and capture the attention of all your listeners.

Professor
Scott
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2018-2019 GGU NATIONAL MOCK TRIAL
CONGRATULATIONS
GGU National Mock Trial Team
FALL Competitors!
Fall 2018 Competitions
SFTLA - Nov. 3, San Francisco, CA

Co-Captains
Mackenzie Parker & Nicholas Bilof
John Adams

Will Lippincott

This “Battle of the Bay” competition is hosted by the San
Francisco Trial Lawyers Association. GGU will argue a

Jason Schmaltz

civil case and go head-to-head defending last year's title.

Christine De Leo

Team: Angelina Austin (2L), Adam Rivera (2L), John

Joseph Daughert

Adams (3L), and Samantha Gatton (2L).

CACJ - October 11-14,

San Francisco, CA

The National Criminal Trial Advocacy Competition hosted

Azita Rahim

Lauren Hauck
Jessica Juarez
Alina Afanasyeva
Angelina Austin

Emilie Johnson

Adam Rivera

Clodagh Martin

Samantha Gatton

by the California Attorney’s for Criminal Justice has quickly
become known for its excellence. The competition is judged
by some of the most skilled criminal trial lawyers and judges
each year. Team: Emilie Johnson (3L), Azita Rahim (4L),
Mackenzie Parker (3L), and Christine De Leo (3L).

Stetson Pretrial Competition - October 11-14, Florida
GGU is thrilled to be invited back to compete at Stetson Law
School this fall. This competition differs from the traditional

GOLDEN GRIFFIN
CHALLENGE
Upper-Division Intra-school
Mock Trial Competition!

trial competition because it focuses on pretrial matters. Last

Welcome 2018 FALL National Trial Team Members and thank

Fall, GGU’s team was awarded “Best Defense

you to everyone who competed in the 1st annual Golden Griffin

Memorandum of Law.” Team: Jason Schmaltz (3L),

Challenge. We hope to see you all again next Fall.

Nicholas Bilof (3L), Alina Afanasyeva (2L), and Lauren
The competition was presided over by Dean Niedwickie, Mock

Hauck (2L).

Trial Coach Erik Faussner, and Litigation Center Director
Martin Luther King Jr. Civil Rights Trial Competition -

Kaelyn Romey. The winning team received an invitation to the

October 12-14, Sacramento, CA

National Trial Team, the coveted Golden Griffy, and $500!. The

This new competition is hosted by UC Davis School of Law

2018 Golden Griffin Challenge was held Friday, August 24.

and is a unique and exciting opportunity. Teams will litigate
a civil action involving claims of civil rights violations
arising under 42 USC 1983. Team: Joseph Daugherty (3L),
William Lippincott (2L), Clodagh Martin (2L), and Jessica
Juarez (2L).

Fall Mock Trial Coaches
Butch Ford & Brooke Perkins
Erik Knuppel & Keydon Levy
Tiffany Hansen & Erik Faussner
Sylvia Nuygen & Melissa Demetral

2018 Winners - Emilie Johnson & Janelle Goulart
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2018 IN VINO VERITAS PREVIEW
Question: What do wildfires,
blockchain, and Cypriot grapes
have in common?
Answer: They all play an integral
role in the 2018 In Vino Veritas
case file.

On October 18, sixteen schools from across the nation will
travel to San Francisco for four days as they try the case of the
United States of America v. Tiffany Hansen. In Vino Veritas, a
national criminal mock trial competition, is in its seventh year

This year's problem involves Sonoma local, wine

and this fall's tough competition line up promises to be one of

maker and philanthropist, Tiffany Hansen. With the

the best.

terrible wildfires that ravaged northern California

BARRY UNIVERSITY

during the fall of 2017 as the backdrop, prosecution
UC HASTINGS

teams will navigate federal false importation charges

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY WASHINGTON

as they go after Hansen for allegedly using fire relief

PACE

efforts to bolster wine sales. Utilizing blockchain
evidence to prove the defendant imported wine grapes

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA

from Cyprus, and not Italy as she claims.

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CHICAGO
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA COLUMBUS

Prosecution teams are faced with making sense of
blockchain, and more importantly, helping the jury

ST. JOHN’S UNIVERSITY
JOHN MARSHALL
GEORGE MASON
DEPAUL UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
SMU DEDMAN
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY

understand the technology.

Defense teams must

untangle customs declarations and shipping manifests
as Hansen boldly takes the witness stand in her own
defense.

This fall's case file also includes multimedia, with
video depositions, radio news broadcasts, and a
recorded interrogation audio clips of the prosecution's
star witness, Blair Pickus.

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
WILLIAM AND MARY

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

2017 In Vino Veritas winners Loyola University
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BAXTER FELLOWS-WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
I wanted to be a Baxter Fellow for the opportunity to give back to the Litigation Center which
gave me so much as a law student.

The Litigation Center teaches the skills necessary to be an

effective litigator in and out of the courtroom. The Baxter Fellowship Program is the heart of the
Litigation Center, and for the past two-plus decades has inspired students to pursue careers in
litigation.

It was an amazing honor for me to fill the shoes of the many inspiring Baxter Fellows

that came before me.

My legacy project was co-creating (with Baxter Lori Mullins) the “Book of Baxter.”

A go-to

guide outlining information needed to smoothly run the Litigation Center. It includes details about
running In Vino Veritas, GGU's fall mock trial competition, and also outlines coordination and
planning for national mock trial tournaments for GGU competitors.

2015 Baxter Fellow
ERIK FAUSSNER

It was a fun experience

putting the book together, and I hope that it aids all Baxter Fellows for years to come.

The most profound way being a Baxter Fellow has helped my career is giving me the confidence
to take on all tasks. The skills I developed managing the Litigation Center made transitioning into
private practice and handling a large case load much easier.

A lot of new attorneys (at least in my

experience) are overwhelmed by the large case files that land on their desk, in various stages of
litigation, all requiring immediate attention. I thank the Baxter Fellowship for providing me a
foundation to manage an ever changing caseload.

I am one of the lucky few attorneys who found a great job I like right away.

I’ve been at Bledsoe,

Diestel, Treppa & Crane LLP since the fellowship. The firm practices insurance defense litigation
and has an aggressive style that fits well with the skills I learned at GGU. Most of my cases
involve construction defect claims, but I also handle landlord tenant, employment, real estate and
premises liability cases. I want to see the Litigation Center continue to carry out its mission and
attract more students to participate in its programs and in its mission.

JUDGE LEE BAXTER (RET)

WELCOME ASHLEY LOTTI
Ashley Lotti is the 2018/2019 Baxter Fellow in
Litigation. While a student at GGU, Ashley ingrained
herself in the Litigation Center and provided valuable
help and educational insight for litigation students
over the past three years. She is a 2016 alum of the 1st
STEP program and represented GGU at four different
mock trial competitions throughout the country.

THANK YOU ZACH PORTER
Zach Porter dedicated much time and support to the litigation center over
the past two years.

He was a full-time teaching assistant, an assistant

director to the litigation center’s Honors Litigation Program (1st STEP),
Ashley applied to be the Baxter Fellow because she
wanted to give back to the Litigation Center, which
helped her so much on her path through law school
and in her personal growth as a new attorney. She

an evidence TA, and the 2018 Baxter Fellow in Litigation.

Most notably,

Zach co-drafted two extensive case files for In Vino Veritas. Zach is an
absolute pleasure to work with, and is essential to the operations of the
Litigation Center.

hopes to pass on the wisdom and knowledge she
received form her past litigation mentors on to
passionate litigation students.. Her goal is to create a
stronger alumni network including past fellows, mock
trial competitors, and GGU litigators so that students
can find

internships and mentorship.

Zach competed in SIX mock trial competitions for GGU, winning the SF
Trial Lawyers Association Competition in 2018!

He also received the

“Most Significant Contribution to the Litigation Center Award,” at
graduation. Despite his quiet demeanor, he is a leader with a great sense
of humor. He has exceeded everyone’s expectations here at GGU, and we
will miss him dearly. I am certain he will have much success in his career
as a litigator!
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Welcome Associate Professor Johanna Dennis
The Litigation Center welcomes Professor Johanna Dennis. Prof. Dennis is the new Associate Director of Legal Writing
and Research and runs the appellate advocacy program at GGU. She teaches courses in legal writing, environmental law,
patent law, and law and medicine. Prof. Dennis has substantial practice experience in immigration law and technical
expertise in chemistry, molecular biology, and FDA regulation of clinical trials and product development.

Moot Court Board
Moot Court provides students with a valuable opportunity to build their written and oral
advocacy skills, hone public speaking skills, and engage in sophisticated legal analysis
across varied areas of law. Future litigators and transactional attorneys alike will benefit
from the experience.
At GGU law, students may pursue moot court in both national and international competitions. Students on the Moot Court
Board may be selected to compete in the highly prestigious American Bar Association's National Appellate Advocacy
Competition. This year, Moot Court Board students will also participate in the National Moot Court Competition (cosponsored by the New York City Bar and the American College of Trial Lawyers), and other competitions based on Board
interest and experience. Moot court teams across the country write a brief from one party's perspective and argue both
sides in multiple rounds of oral argument. Student competitors spend one semester planning and writing a brief, and the
other semester developing oral arguments with the support of their team coach. Moot court is a great experiences in law
school allowing students to combine deep written analysis with the mastery of oral persuasion and team collaboration.

To ensure a solid foundation in brief writing skills and appellate process, all Moot Court Board members must complete
Appellate Advocacy, a GGU course which also prepares students for appellate clerkships/appellate law practice, and is a
prerequisite for any Moot Court Board affiliated competition. Prior or concurrent enrollment in the course is strongly
recommended for GGU Law students who wish to participate in subject area specific moot court competitions, such as the
Lefkowitz IP Moot, Jessup International Moot, and the National Environmental Moot.
Appellate Advocacy will be offered in Spring 2019.

Students interested in joining the Moot Court Board or participating

in a moot court team should contact Professor Dennis at jdennis@ggu.edu.

Society of Litigators
By Kyndal Currie & Ashley Lotti
The Society of Litigators is excited to embark on another year of
gathering and training brilliant upcoming litigation students at GGU. SOL

SOL Pres. Kyndal Currie &
Katie Christianson

is a student run organization that works hand-in-hand with the litigation
center to conduct seminars, workshops, and litigation events.

The torch has been passed from Ashley Lotti (2017/18 President) to Kyndal Currie (2L). Kyndal’s three goals for
2018/19 are: 1) provide academic support to students enrolled litigation courses, 2) cultivate open communication
about student needs and feedback, and 3) heighten SOL’s visibility on campus. All of these goals seek to establish
greater resources for GGU students.

In the Spring, SOL hosts the Bernie Segal Cross & Close Competition for 1L students. For many 1Ls, this is the
first opportunity to gain true litigation experience. The Cross & Close Competition was voted “Best Student Event”
at GGU’s 2nd Annual SORG Awards! Look for detailed announcements in October!

Law students interested in joining the 2018-2019 Executive Board please contact the president through
SOL@umail.ggu.edu. SOL is currently looking for a Public Relations Chair and representatives for all years and
sections. Email your resume and personal statements today.

